Antibody microarray-based profiling of complex specimens: systematic evaluation of labeling strategies.
Antibody microarrays have often had limited success in detection of low abundant proteins in complex specimens. Signal amplification systems improve this situation, but still are quite laborious and expensive. However, the issue of sensitivity is more likely a matter of kinetically appropriate microarray design as demonstrated previously. Hence, we re-examined in this study the suitability of simple and inexpensive detection approaches for highly sensitive antibody microarray analysis. N-hydroxysuccinimidyl ester (NHS)- and Universal Linkage System (ULS)-based fluorescein and biotin labels used as tags for subsequent detection with anti-fluorescein and extravidin, respectively, as well as fluorescent dyes were applied for analysis of blood plasma. Parameters modifying strongly the performance of microarray detection such as labeling conditions, incubation time, concentrations of anti-fluorescein and extravidin and extent of protein labeling were analyzed and optimized in this study. Indirect detection strategies whether based on NHS- or ULS-chemistries strongly outperformed direct fluorescent labeling and enabled detection of low abundant cytokines with many dozen-fold signal-to-noise ratios. Finally, particularly sensitive detection chemistry was applied to monitoring cytokine production of stimulated peripheral T cells. Microarray data were in accord with quantitative cytokine levels measured by ELISA and Luminex, demonstrating comparable reliability and femtomolar range sensitivity of the established microarray approach.